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What are Classroom Discourses?
A. Talk that takes place in a particular situation or context.
B. Models of idealized interactions and how they work as they exist in the
minds and in the world of texts and social practices.
C. Ways in which people make sense of the social world.

D. Talk, in particular how language and other discursive resources are used by
teachers and students to construct the norms in classroom life.

Classroom talk is governed by institutional norms and rules.
For example, student’s talk is constrained or guided by teacher’s directives.

In analysis, we examine each turn of talk to find out what is
uttered, what is valued and the purposes of talk.
The key assumption is that “talk is thought made visible.”

(Barnes & Todd, 1977)

Research Context
-

One beginning grade 9 male chemistry teacher
Topic was acids, bases and salts
Students are above average in academic progress
Noticing patterns of teacher in different science learning events
Each lesson is video recorded with two video cameras and video from the
wearable eye tracker
- The videos were analysed for three aspects with three different layers of analysis:
Utterances only
Classroom behavior to
facilitate science teaching
and learning

Science epistemic practices
Singapore teaching practice

Gaze only

Utterances with gaze

Research Question:
What does a beginning science teacher pay
attention to in class during a teacher-fronted
lecture?

First level analysis: Analysis of teacher talk (1)
Utterances

Frame of reference

1
2

Let’s move on to new things.

Interaction

Ok, we need to talk about strong acids and weak acids.

Interaction

3

By their names you would probably be able to get some idea the difference between strong and a weak acid.

4

Right, write this down first.

5

A strong acid is something that is completely ionises in water.

Content

6

As compared to a weak acid, not completely but partially ionizes in water.
Please write this down, partially and ionizes.

Content

7
8

Weijian, done?

Interaction

Ok, what do I mean by this?

Interaction

9

You can read the notes by yourself but I think the diagram is easier to explain.

Interaction

Content
Interaction

10

Look at the diagram.

Content

11

On your left you have a strong acid.

Content

12

Ok, strong acids completely deionise.

Content

13

That means when you dissolve them in water, every HCL will break into H+ and CL-.

Content

14

You see, out of this four, how many CL molecules? One, two, three, and four.

Content

15

All four ionise. All four of them break up into H+ and CL-.

Content

OBSERVATION 1
Interactional talk is interspersed with
content talk.
Interaction frame of reference were
largely focused on organization of
students’ behavior in class.

First level analysis: Analysis of teacher talk (2)
Examining the talk again using Tang (2017) types of metadiscourse,
we determine HOW the teacher orchestrated the interaction and
content frame of reference.

(Tang, 2017)

First level analysis: Analysis of teacher talk (2)
Utterances

Frame of reference

Talk analysis

1

Let’s move on to new things.

Interaction

Organisational/ Text connective/ sequencer

2

Ok, we need to talk about strong acids and weak acids.

Interaction

Organisational/Activity connective/ongoing activity

3

By their names you would probably be able to get some idea the
difference between strong and a weak acid.

Content

Evaluative/Interpretive/Projection

4

Right, write this down first.

Interaction

Organisational/Activity connective/Ongoing activity

5

A strong acid is something that is completely ionises in water.

Content

Evaluative/Epistemology/ Logic

6

As compared to a weak acid, not completely but partially ionizes in
water.
Please write this down, partially and ionizes.

Content

Organisational/Activity connective/Ongoing activity

7

Weijian, done?

Interaction

Organisational/Activity connective/Ongoing activity

8

Ok, what do I mean by this?

Interaction

Evaluative/Interpretive/Projection

9

Interaction

Evaluative/Epistemology/Personal beliefs

10

You can read the notes by yourself but I think the diagram is easier to
explain.
Look at the diagram.

Content

Organisational/Activity connective/Ongoing activity

11

On your left you have a strong acid.

Content

-

12

Ok, strong acids completely deionise.

Content

-

13

That means when you dissolve them in water, every HCL will break
into H+ and CL-.
You see, out of this four, how many CL molecules? One, two, three,
and four.
All four ionise. All four of them break up into H+ and CL-.

Content

Evaluative/Epistemology/Logic

Content

-

14
15

Content

OBSERVATION 2
Evaluative metadiscourse are used for both interaction frame as well as
content frame of reference.
Organsational metadiscourse can also be used for other interaction
frame as well as content frame of reference.
Activity connectives are used more frequently to organize the learning.

Different evaluative metadiscourse is employed for content and
organization.

What if we do not anaylse the talk?
What if we only analyse the gaze patterns
of the teacher?

Second level analysis: Analysis of teacher gaze
Gaze (Area of Interest)

Frame of reference

eyes on screen

Organisation

looks from notes to students

Organisation

students to watch

Organisation

students to screen

Content

Screen to notes
screen to students

Content
Organisation

moves back to screen

Content

moves from screen to notes

Content

notes to students

Organisation

moves to screen

Content

points at the screen

Organisation

looks at specific student

Organisation
Content

moves from screen to students

Organisation

moves from students to screen

Content

screen

Content

screen

Content

screen to students

Organisation

screen to students

Organisation

screen
screen to students
screen
points at the CL molecules

Screen

Content

notes to students
looks at notes

Students

Content
Organisation
Content
Content

screen to students

Organisation

students

Organisation

Notes

OBSERVATION 3
Teacher pays attention to what is on the screen, the notes
and the students.
Teacher frequently looks from the screen to the students.
Teacher seldom looks from students to notes.
What are the purposes of these gazes?

Third level analysis – Analysis of gaze pattern with talk
Utterances

Gaze

Talk analysis

New insights

Frame of reference

1

Let’s move on to new things.

Screen

Organisational/ Text
connective/sequencer

Checking on what is reflected on the screen to guide students to focus on the
objectives of the lesson.

2

Ok, we need to talk about strong acids and weak
acids.

From notes to
students

Organisational/Activity
connective/ongoing activity

Checking with lesson notes to ensure that he is following the lesson notes so that it Interaction
is easier for students to follow the flow of the lesson.

3

By their names you would probably be able to get
Screen
some idea the difference between strong and a weak
acid.

Evaluative/Interpretive/
Projection

Following closely to what is shown on the screen. Tight control and framing of
lesson.

Content

4

Right, write this down first.

Organisational/Activity
connective/Ongoing activity

While teacher was giving verbal instructions to students to take notes, he was not
looking at the students but rather consulting his notes.

Interaction

5

A strong acid is something that is completely ionises From screen to
in water.
students

Evaluative/Epistemology/
Logic

6

As compared to a weak acid, not completely but
partially ionizes in water.
Please write this down, partially and ionizes.

From screen to notes Organisational/Activity
to students
connective/Ongoing activity

Teacher focusses his attention on what is written on the screen as he lectures. His Content
gaze shifts to the students at the end of the sentence to check that they are
following him.
As with tight framing, teacher reads what was written on the screen and then check Content
against the notes before instructing students to fill in the necessary blanks on their
notes. Teacher checks that students are copying as instructed by looking at them.

7

Weijian, done?

Specific student

8

Ok, what do I mean by this?

Notes

9

You can read the notes by yourself but I think the
diagram is easier to explain.

From screen to
students to screen

Evaluative/Epistemology/
Personal beliefs

10

Look at the diagram.

screen

11

On your left you have a strong acid.

Organisational/Activity/
Ongoing activity
-

12
13

Notes

From screen to
students
Ok, strong acids completely deionise.
From screen to
students
That means when you dissolve them in water, every Screen
HCL will break into H+ and CL-.

Organisational/Activity/
Ongoing activity
Evaluative/Interpretive/
Projection

-

Interaction

Teacher zooms in on a student who stopped writing as asks if he has completed the
task of copying.
It was important to note that the teacher was looking at the notes instead of the
students when this question was asked. He was checking if he was following the
sequences reflected on the notes. An inference for the gaze is a lack of familiarity
with the notes that was given out to the students.
Teacher looked from the notes to the screen where the diagram was. He noted the
different form of presentation of the information. He checks to see if the students
are following and then turn to explain from the diagram that was flashed on the
screen.
Teacher looks at the diagram on the screen to guide his explanation.

Interaction

Teacher checks on students periodically by looking at them during his explanation.

Content

Teacher checks on students periodically by looking at them during his explanation.

Content

Interaction

Interaction

Content

Evaluative/Epistemology/Logic Teacher continues with the explanation by making reference to what was flashed on Content
the screen.

OBSERVATION 4
Teacher follows a strict structure to the lesson as evident
from his frequent glances at the notes, screen and
instructions to students.
Teacher appears to lack familiarity with materials in the
notes. This can be seen for example from utterance 8 when
he poses a question but was looking at the notes.

Teacher checks on students to ensure that they are on task
and follows what he is explaining on the board.

What does the three layers of analysis tell us about what the beginning teacher pay
attention to during science teaching and learning?

Teacher pays attention
to what is on the
screen, the notes and
the students.
Teacher frequently
looks from the screen
to the students.
Teacher seldom looks
from students to
notes.

Teacher pays attention to (1) students engagement with lesson,
(2) pre-prepared notes, (3) powerpoint slides, (4) sequence of
lesson, and (5) planned content.

Conclusions
The analysis of classroom talk has a long history in science
education research.
With emerging technologies, analysis of classroom talk
together with gaze patterns offers a richer insights into
classroom life.
The different layers of analysis augment each other to
increase the validity of interpretation of observations
made.
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